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At the beginning of a Quark Matter Conference
good to ponder on:

1. Where are we ?
2. Where are we going?
3. How will we know we got there?
4. How did we get here?

- QuesMons 1 &2 will be answered by this conference.
- 3 will have been answered if in Feynmann Vol IV there
is a chapter on QCD, which includes answers to most
of today’s important quesMons.
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That leaves the last question

How did we get here?

- it’s an interesting story
- It is fun
- Much insight can be obtained from the past re the present
and future, in particular, what are the really big questions, and
what is just a fad
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By the 1930’s:

- There is the beginning of nuclear physics and discovery of strong interactions
- Visual tracking devices have been invented
- Cosmic rays are actively studied (note: by then Millikan’s shackles had been removed from cosmic ray studies)

What happens when strongly interacting cosmic rays collide with nuclei?
1937 MarieZa Blau places
a nuclear emulsion on top
of a mountain and observes
a “STAR”.
8 charged tracks are seen,
including that of strongly
interacMng relaMvisMc ones

≳ 1938, in a Wilson
cloud chamber, example
of the production of
≥ 2 strongly interacting
and penetrating particles
(hadrons) produced
together at a point

It is the ﬁrst observed AA
collision (probably a pBr or
pAg)
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1938 – 1947:

Fascinating exchange between non-other than Heisenberg, Heitler and Janossy

What is the mechanism of particle production?

- Multiparticle production does occur in pp collisions
- pA collisions are interesting in themselves. The (very strong) interactions lead to sequential collisions inside nuclei
- Many of the (physics) “gods” of the day are interested in this question; Fermi, Heisenberg, Landau, Oppenheimer, to name few
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1940’s & 1950’s:

The discussions and quesMons asked are not that diﬀerent from those to-day

Is particle production a fast process? Is it a slow process?
Since the interactions are so strong do particles stop each other?
If so, what is the initially created system?
- In early 1940’s : Heisenberg and Oppenheimer view particle production a consequence of colliding fields. Production
times are ≫ collision times, with low momentum particles produced isotropically and fast particles produced more
forward and backward.
- In late 1940’s and early 1950’s: Fermi visualizes complete stopping and production of a boson gas which is in thermal
equilibrium. During expansion, energy and number of particles remain constant. Landau visualizes the same
beginning but system continuous to interact during a relativistic hydrodynamical expansion
- By late 1950’s: Hagedorn considers the increase in the number of possible produced states, as one increases the
energy of colliding particles, and concludes that the temperature of the produced hadronic system must reach a
limiting value
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1960’s and early 1970:

- We are in Kraków, so what were the quesMons asked here at that Mme?
- There was a very dynamic group led by Marian Mie̜sowicz
- Studied pA interacMons using “discarded by HEP “ nuclear emulsions.

Why pp and pA are so similar?
What is the time of formation of particles?
How do newly produced particles interact? Transparent yet strongly interacting!
Do pA studies teach us something about pp physics or vice versa?
How to analyze AA data in terms of pp?
Fantastic atmosphere attracted theorists such as Białas and Czyż, who became instrumental in converting a quantum
mechanical analysis of elastic pA collisions into a useful technique, the so-called “Glauber Method”
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Early 1970’s:

- accelerators, particularly Fermilab, replace cosmic rays
- have well defined beams and targets
- Lead to quantitative studies of pA collisions

What is the space-Ime picture of parIcle producIon,
from instant of impact to ﬁnal free streaming parIcles?
What are the properIes of the intermediate state?
Eg Gottfried’s energy flux cascade model for pA in A’s frame
- “participant” is a useful concept
- participant scaling
- extended longitudinal scaling
- realization of the importance of relativity
(that the collision looks very different in different
reference frames)

Mme

Energy ﬂux
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1960’s (in parallel with the HEP nuclear studies):

- Discovery of neutron star (1967)
- GeV/u accelerators study motion and breakup of nuclear matter inside nuclei & EoS
- Lee & Wick postulate new kind of abnormal vacuum and nuclear matter

What happens if you compress, distort or breakup nuclear matter?
Does superdense nuclear matter exist?
Are there different kinds of vacua?

In 1974 these quesMons lead to a very inﬂuenMal meeMng - the so-called “Bear Mountain MeeMng”
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Mid 1970’s:

There are two communiMes that almost do not talk to each other, yet are asking highly related quesMons

What is the system produced immediately aLer a collision of hadrons?
What is the system produced when nuclei are highly compressed?
T.D.Lee, 1974:
“So far almost all our nuclear physics experiments have been restricted to nuclei at a constant density. We have never
ventured out to study nuclear physics at any densities other than the normal one.
Likewise
in particle physics … hitherto, we have concentrated only on experiments in which we distribute a higher and higher
amount of energy into a region with smaller and smaller dimensions …
We should investigate some “bulk” phenomena by distributing high energy or high nucleon density of a relatively large
volume.
The fact that such directions have never been explored should, by itself, serve as an incentive for doing such experiments”.
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1974: Guidance where to go

RELATIVISTIC
AA COLL.
AA collisions

Bear Mountain
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Timing was perfect!

In theory, there was the parton/QCD revoluMon – a paradigm shiv
In experiment, unexpected results – EMC and Cronin Eﬀects & transparency of coherently produced states
All of which led to some very sexy quesMons, such as:

Can confined quarks be liberated?
Can we recreate on earth the conditions that existed in the early universe?
Can we produce some new kinds of matter and abnormal vacua?
Are free nucleons different from those in nuclei?
- Lab directors saw the possibilities of extra funding for their labs!
- Ambitious physicists smelled gold!
- Meetings sprung up as mushrooms!
- There was no shortage of speculations re the QCD phase diagram and the space-time picture of hadronic collisions
- Terms like Quark Soup, QGP etc. were coined up
- There was a colossal expansion of the field
- In short it was the beginning of a renaissance period for our field.
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The best example

CBA (ISABELLE) tunnel 1983
Empty and unfunded

RHIC Complex 2000
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Late 1970’s and early 1980’s:
Focus shivs to pracMcal quesMons

What are the needed energy densities?
What are the needed baryon (or nuclear matter) densities?
For how long must they last to be interesting, achievable and detectable?
What is the stopping power of nuclei?
Which existing accelerators can produce interesting AA results?
What new accelerators need to be built?
How do we detect new physics?
What detectors need to be built and what measurements made?
It leads to vigorous AA research programs at:
- AGS 1986-97
- SPS 1986-99
- RHIC ≥ 2000
to crucial progress in “QCD on the lattice” calculations
and exciting ideas and speculations such as: existence of DCC’s, of color superconductor states,
of chiral magnetic effects, analogies with cold atoms phenomenology and string theory.
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1990’s and early 2000’s:

A flood of interesting AA data
Lattice calculations and data suggest that sufficient energy and temperature
are achieved to produce a QGP

Has a QGP been produced?
If so, which Laboratory saw it ﬁrst?
Who can claim discovery?
An ideal gas of weakly interacting quarks and gluons has not been produced
- For that we will have to go to asymptotically high energy densities or temperatures,
comparable to those in the early universe
The second two questions are therefore mute!
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2000’s:

As you all know, something much more interesMng is found to exist at high energy densiMes and temperatures
- an extremely strongly interacMng system which ﬂows remarkably well
- which has no end of interesMng properMes that need studying

How do we explain to our colleagues and funding agencies that
we have not produced the weakly interacting QGP, a QCD phase
we said must exist and we know how to produce?

No Problem!
- We simply redefined the QGP; as the fascinating QCD system which we produced
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2022:

I find it so fascinating that many of the questions we are asking today are not that different from those asked in the past
Past &
Present
questions

Present
quesMons
My
quesMon

What is the mechanism of par0cle produc0on, from the instant of impact to the free
streaming of hadrons?
What is the space 0me evolu0on of par0cle produc0on?
What is the complete phase diagram of the condensed ma8er of QCD?
What are the proper0es of all the phases?
.
.
Ques0ons that you know be8er than I
.
.
At a li8le later than a microsecond aCer the big bang the hadronic part of the universe
consisted of an ideal gas of non interac0ng quarks and gluons. How did structure begin to evolve
from such a structureless system?
Is it vacuum ﬂuctua0ons magniﬁed by gravity, analogous to the crea0on of galaxies?
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2022: We need guidance, in simple & exciting language, of where to go

RELATIVISTIC
AA COLL.
AA collisions

Bear Mountain

?
Kraków
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To the organizers:

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to share with you this exci:ng story
& for organizing this conference, in such diﬃcult circumstances
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